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Android is already the top smartphone operating system in the world, and is taking over the tablet market, too. As an Android fan, I couldn't be happier about it. Oh wait, maybe I could be... What if a small green robot makes the leap to a whole new class of devices? No, I don't think about computers,
although Google certainly thinks about this possibility. I'm talking about something bigger and a lot more exciting. Something like a pair of HUD glasses, an intelligent washing machine, a smart mirror, or even a connected car. What if Android can breathe life into all the goofy objects that we use every
day to make them smarter and more useful? On smartphones and tablets, Android is already making our lives better. Just imagine the impact this can have in the world of smart devices, all related to each other. Android is everywhere is not science fiction stuff. It's happening right now. Early on, what do
you think Android can take over the world. Here's a list of amazing objects, from wristwatches to cars that are already running Android. If you think we missed something, give us a shout.1 WatchesMost little boys (and a lot of adults) dream of having Dick Tracy watches. And why not? What could be more
amazing than having a smart gadget on your wrist? The first modern smartwatches were repurposed iPod Nanos, but as usual, Android took the concept to the next level. From Swiss luxury pieces to sturdy bracelet-installed computers that happen to show the time, Android is coming to your watch near
you. MOTO ACTV is so advanced that Motorola doesn't even name its watch. The fitness device includes a GPS tracker, an MP3 player and a heart rate monitor. Here are a few specifications: the 1.6-inch screen is protected by gorilla Glass600MHz TI OMAP processor256 MB RAM8GB or 16GB of
storageFM radio, Bluetooth, Wi-FiWeight: 35g It was just before someone roots MOTO ACTV and installed Honeycomb on it. Here's another example from Wimm Labs:Wimm Labs sells tiny Android devices, the size of a postage stamp that can be installed like a watch, on bike clips, on pendants and
even on key fobs. In fact, there are a few places where you can't put them. The company's flagship product is Wimm One, a companion on the wrist for people who want more control over their smart devices and notifications. In other words, you can pair your watch with an Android smartphone to receive
messages and notifications on your wrist. You can even install apps on it. 2. Smart glassesGoogle has an amazing new product in the pipeline, a pair of smart glasses reportedly coming later this year. So far, all we have is rumors, but enough to get an idea of how these ground points will work. What we
know Far:Heads Up Display (HUD) - The image will be imposed on the field of view of the GPS tracker enabled with head tilts and voice commands Integrated with Google Maps, glasses, latitude, and other AndroidVideo camera services enabled By Processor, RAM and Storage, which are similar to
smartphone sCost: $250-$600 Finally, true augmented reality becomes available. And you won't look like a full weld wearing them because they will supposedly look like something like this: Speaking of Android smart glasses, you can already cheat your ski goggles with Mod Live, a tiny Android-powered
HUD that displays coordinates, height, or temperature, on a tiny screen installed on goggles.3. Home TechI think we all agree that washing machines and refrigerators aren't really that interesting. Maybe a touch of Android can make them more interesting? Smart devices running Android are already
here. Samsung and LG (who else) have a few interesting products available, including a refrigerator with a built-in touchscreen display running Android or a washing machine that can connect to your smartphone and tell you how long you have to wait for the washing cycle to end. Aside from obvious apps
(cooking recipes, food inventory, diets, remote control), these smart appliances can also connect to the network, so you can read your mail or check your Twitter feed before grabbing milk. While it's not as spectacular as other devices on this list, smart android-running devices have the potential to
massively improve our lives. Let's face it, our world is moving forward with modern technology. Why do we neglect household appliances?4. CarsSpeaking moving forward, automakers have long been criticized for not updating in-car technology for the 21st century. But gradually everything changes. A
number of automakers, suppliers and suppliers of after-sales services have created infotainment systems based on Android. One of the best efforts belongs to the fight of Swedish carmaker Saab (formerly owned by GM). Ion Saab includes all the tricks you'd expect from an infotainment system, as well
as a voice navigation system, a full-fledged browser and an app store. In addition, i'on has access to the car's internal sensors, which are available to developers through the API. Unfortunately, Saab does not have the level of influence needed to make an Android car known to millions of drivers. But do
you know who has it? Ford.Just like Saab, Ford has worked to make it easy for developers to create applications that can access the car's internal sensors (don't worry, they won't be able to brick your car). Ford OpenXC project in itself Android with Arduino open source hardware platform to solve the
problem associated with the creation of short life technology (Android barely ( in a product that is intended to be used for 15 years or longer. With the OpenXC module installed on your car, any Android app will be able to access touch information (speed, position, gas level, even steering wheel angle) and
do all sorts of interesting things with them. From displaying the route on your Android smartphone to driving recommendations based on your driving style, the horizon is wide open. HomesHome Automation Systems (HAS) have been around for a while. Costing between $5,000 for a base system to
$300,000 for more extravagant installations, automation systems are becoming increasingly popular, especially for newly built homes. Typical heating and cooling control systems, lighting and alarm systems, but little that you can't automate in-house - appliances, sprinklers, swimming pools, home
theaters, etc. Introduced last year, Google's Android and Home platform promises to offer a different way to implement home automation. By pairing Android devices with the Arduino module (a cheap open source microcontroller), Android and Home will allow developers to easily automate things like light
bulbs and door locks. We can only imagine a future in which you ask your home to prepare a bath or update you on the latest news. Android and Home will make this possible.6. CamerasSome can claim that the 8-MP camera Samsung Galaxy S2 is better than many point and shoot cameras there. But
that won't stop camera manufacturers such as Polaroid from adding Android to their offerings. The Polaroid SC1630 smart camera is a hybrid between an Android phone and a point and shoot. In fact, when you look at the device from behind, it's easy to take it for a regular smartphone. Well, if you can do
the abstraction of the 3X optical zoom module. Here are some specifications:850/1900/2100 MHz WCDMA and 850/900/1800/1900 GSM radioWiFi, Bluetooth, GPS, FM radio512 MB RAM512 MB built-in storage, expandable to 32GB via SD800X400 3.2-inch sensor16 MP, Aperture F3.1-F5.6, 3X optical
and 5X digital zoom7. Smart TVsMaking TV is the smarter hot trend this year, and Android, for many manufacturers, has the smart TV operating system of choice. Smart TVs connect to the Internet and can run apps, have built-in skyping webcams and can connect wirelessly to a laptop, tablet or
smartphone. Just count them into really great computers that you can work with a remote control. One of the hottest smart TVs at the moment is Lenovo's first foray into the television business, a 55-inch K91 smart TV running Android 4.0. Presented on the CES in January, the Lenovo device really
deserves its nickname smart TV. Why? Let's see: Works on dual-core SnapdragonOver 100 pre-installed apps, with more affordable through Lenovo Appstore.5-MP cameras for That makes it easy for the parent-lockingOn-Demand Video serviceVoice-controlled remote control with a built-in touchpad8
built-in storage space8. DECT phonesIf you have a tablet and a smartphone is not enough to feed your Android addiction, maybe you can get a fix with the $169 Archos 35 Smart Home Phone. The gadget can be paired with an android smartphone to sync contacts and apps that you can run on your
phone. Other excellent features are the video chat app, email access, and a built-in web browser. Archos 35 brings the DECT phone right into the age of mobile devices. Who knows, DECT smart phones may even slow down the inevitable drift of landlines into obsolescence. Gaming consoleFor most of
us, our Android smartphone is our gaming device. However, you can get a real portable game console that runs on Android 2.2 and plays almost any game. How is that possible? Well, the JXD S7100 gaming tablet (coming at you straight from Shenzhen, China) includes an emulator that lets you play
classic titles such as Mario Kart 64, King Fighters '97, or Tomb Raider. Just don't ask about copyright though... The exterior design of the JXD S7100 looks like a PSP clone with an Apple hue, but the device's guts are absolutely impressive: a 7-inch touchscreen display, with a resolution of the
800X480Dual-core Cortex A-9 processorMali 400 graphics512MB of RAM2MP rear camera, 0.3 MP front-facing camera16GB internal storage1080p HDMI-outAndroid 2.2Another player (see what I did there?) The Android game console arena will be EVO 2 from Envizions, scheduled for release in 2012.
The EVO 2 will be the first full-size console to launch the Android 2.2 version to be exact. The console will have full access to the Android Market. Unfortunately, EVO 2 has been repeatedly postponed, so we can't tell you exactly when (if ever) you'll be able to give it spin.10. Mirrors (you read that right)
have you ever dreamed of checking your Facebook status when brushing your teeth in the morning? Isn't it? Anyway, Cybertecture Smart Mirror will allow you to do just that. Seeing this in action, you can't help but think that this is the future. Basically, the gadget is an interactive display running Android,
which occurs twice as much as a mirror. You can check your Facebook status, read news, even emails, all from your bathroom. Smart Mirror comes with a smart (of course) scale to monitor your weight and fat index, which you can see on the mirror, along with some neat graphs that show how your diet
works. Somehow disappointing, Cybertecture is controlled with a remote control, not through touch. Even more depressingly, he You back a cool $7700.Which Android device do you like the most? How, it was quite a trip. Android is already built in a variety of devices, and as we say, more and more
companies and and work to add it to more aspects of our lives. Which unconventional Android device do you like the most? What are you most excited about? Did we miss something? Let us know. Yes I know. descargar android device manager para pc
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